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A Period of Transformation from Doing to Being
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael, this is Michael and We welcome you as
move into new aspects of your life on the pathway into the unknown. Many are now
moving into aspects of the unknown in their life and walking down pathways that
are unknown as well. As you now move into your month of December toward the
end of your year of 2017, many are in a place of inertia or in a state of limbo in their
life. Many are unsure about what is transpiring in their life, unsure as to what is
transpiring mentally, emotionally and physically and at times spiritually.
As you move into your month of December, the final month of 2017, the final month
of recognizing your truth, the truth of who you are and why you are here, many are
unsure of what is transpiring in their life and quite possibly where they are headed.
Because of this many are taking a step back and reassessing themselves and their
life. Thus many are choosing to make the month of December a period of rest. They
are resting their mental, emotional, physical body. And doing this will allow them to
“take stock” of what has transpired throughout the year of 2017.
Your month of December is a period of rest. It is the beginning of a period of
transformation, transforming from doing to being.
Your year of 2017 was about discovering your truth and knowing the truth of who
you are so you can be who you are and express who you are. Your month of
December is a bridge to 2018, a year of being who you are and expressing that. It is a
year of nurturing the self, and beginning to fully receive love through the beingness
of you. Your year of 2018 is a year of the beingness of you and through the
beingness of you, receiving love. You will be moving to another stage of your
incarnation in the third dimensional realm.
As your month of December is a bridge, it is also a time for many to take a step back
from life, taking your foot off the accelerator so to speak. It is a period to take a step
back from doing to be where you are and be who you are. Many have been
assertively doing and expressing and in doing so expending an inordinate amount of
energy outside of themselves. This has been in reaction or response to what is
transpiring in the world outside of you.
If you so choose December can be a time to take a step back, perhaps two or even
three steps back and retreat into the depth and breadth of you to reenergize. It is a

time to reenergize your nervous system and your emotional and physical body. You
can do this by emptying your mental body of the need that you must be doing. It can
be for you a time to reflect as well. It is a time to balance doing and being and giving
and receiving so you can prepare yourself for 2018, a year of being and expressing
who you are.
Your year of 2017 was a year of opening the depth and breadth of your truth in
response to what is transpiring in the third dimensional realm outside of you. It is
time now in December to reflect upon what you have accomplished in 2017 in
relationship to your truth.
So We now ask you:
What is your truth?
Are you responding to others outside of you?
What is transpiring for many is a reconfiguration of the nervous system. The
memory of the old nervous system is being emptied.
Many now are ready to step out into their greatness. Many are now ready to look at
their modalities and endeavors, and their expression of who they are, and bring that
out into the world. Many are moving from looking for the answers from others and
realizing that it is now time to see that they also have the answers. These answers
are in your modalities and endeavors and in what you are expressing to the world.
This is another step into the greatness and powerfulness of you.
You still may be looking outside of you for the answers from others and from their
modalities, it is time to realize that your modalities and endeavors and what you
have to express is just as important. Your year of 2017 was about creating a new
collective consciousness of community, harmony and equality. In December it is
time to look at your endeavors, your modalities, your expression and know that it is
equal to others who you may have put on a pedestal or even deified.
Dear Ones, you have the answers as well in your modalities, endeavors and your
expression. This is another step to standing in your greatness and your
powerfulness that will be a part of your year of 2018.
Your month of December is a bridge to your year of 2018. It is a time to sit back and
reflect. What is my truth? Who Am I? Who have I become in 2017? Am I ready to
fully express that? And can I do that not in the doing but in the beingness of me?

